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A NOTE ON FUNCTIONALLY COMPACT SPACES

ANGELO BELLA

ABSTRACT. In this paper we give some characterizations of functionally com-

pact Hausdorff spaces in terms of multifunctions. Also, some applications are

presented.

Introduction. Hausdorff functionally compact spaces have been introduced in

1969 by Dickman and Zame [2]. Some characterizations of such spaces, in terms

of covers, have been given by Goss and Viglino [5] and by Lim and Tan [8]. Other

characterizations, in terms of nets, have been found by Herrington [4].

The main purpose of this note is to establish a characterization of Hausdorff

functionally compact spaces in terms of multifunctions. From our main result, we

then obtain some generalizations of a theorem proved by Herrington and Long in

[6].

1. Preliminaries. In the sequel, we will follow the notation of [3 and 9]. We

recall only some definitions.

DEFINITION 1.1. Let X be a topological space. A filterbase in X is a family 7

of subsets of X with the property that for every Fi,F2 G 7 there is F3 G 7 such

that F3 Ç Fi n F2. It is allowed that 0 G 7. The adherence of the filterbase 7 is

the set A = PlFeJ F- We say that 7 converges to A if for every open set V Ç X,

with AÇV, there exists F G 7 such that F Ç V.

DEFINITION 1.2. Let X, Y be two topological spaces. A multifunction $ from

X into Y (briefly, $ : X —> 2Y ) is a function from X into the family of all subsets

of Y. For every A Ç X, and B Ç Y, we put $(A) = \JxeA $(2) and $~X(B) =

{x G X: $(x)f)B t¿ 0}. We say that $ is open (resp. closed) if $(A) is open (resp.

closed) in Y for every open (resp. closed) set A Ç X. We say that <£> is upper (resp.

lower) semicontinuous if $~1(B) is closed (resp. open) in X for every closed (resp.

open) set B Ç Y. In particular, observe that $ is upper semicontinuous if and only

if for every x G X and every open set V Ç Y, with $(z) Ç V, there exists U G Bx

(Bx denotes the family of all open neighborhoods of x) such that $([/) Q V. We

say that $ is continuous if it is upper and lower semicontinuous. The graph of $

is the set Gr($) = {(x,y) G X x Y : y G $(x)}. We say that $ has a closed graph

if Gr($) is closed in X x Y. It is well known that the following characterization

holds:

PROPOSITION 1.3. Let X and Y be two topological spaces. Then, a multi-

function $: X —> 2Y has a closed graph if and only if $(x) = f)Ueg ®(U) for all
xGX.

DEFINITION 1.4. Let X be a topological space and AC X. We put

cU{A) = {x G X: VU G BXV n A ¿ 0}.
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We say that cl,? (A) is the ê-closure of A and that A is $-closed if A = cl$(A).

We always have A Ç cLj(A) and the equality A = cl^(A) holds in general only

for regular spaces. In [12] an example is given of a first countable Urysohn space

in which there exists a subset A such that card(^4) = No and card(cl^(A)) = 2N°.

DEFINITION 1.5 (see [10]). A topological space X is said to be C-compact if

for every closed set A C X and every open cover U of A there exist finitely many

Ui,...,UnGll such that A Ç \J™=1 TJl.

PROPOSITION 1.6 (see [11, Theorem 3c]). A topological space X is C-

compact if and only if every open filterbase U converges to its adherence.

DEFINITION 1.7 (see [2]). A Hausdorff space X is said to be functionally com-

pact if and only if every open filterbase U such that f]Uei¿ U — C\U€u ^ converges

to its adherence.

PROPOSITION 1.8 (see [2, Theorem 3]). A Hausdorff space X is functionally

compact if and only if, for any Hausdorff space Y, every continuous function from

X onto Y is closed.

DEFINITION 1.9. A Hausdorff space (X,t) is said to be minimal Hausdorff if
there exists no Hausdorff topology on X which is strictly weaker than t.

PROPOSITION 1.10 (see [2, Theorem 2]). A Hausdorff space X is minimal

Hausdorff if and only if every open filterbase U for which there is xn G X such that

{xo} = f)ueU u = C\u€U u converges to {x0}.

In the class of Hausdorff spaces, every compact space is C-compact, every C-

compact space is functionally compact, every functionally compact space is minimal

Hausdorff and none of the above implications is reversible (see [2, 5, 8, 10]).

2. Main results. In this section we give some characterizations of Hausdorff

functionally compact spaces in terms of multifunctions. We also present some

results about C-compact spaces and minimal Hausdorff spaces.

THEOREM 2.1. A Hausdorff space Y is functionally compact if and only if, for
any Hausdorff space X, every open multifunction $ : X —> 2Y, with closed graph,

is upper semicontinuous.

PROOF. Necessity. Let Y be functionally compact. Let X and $ be as in the

statement. Fix x G X. Since $ is open, the family {^(U)}ueBx is an open filterbase.

Moreover, by Proposition 1.3, we have <&(x) = Dt/eS ^(^0 = Hues ^(^)- From

Definition 1.7, it follows that the filter {<p(U)}ueBx converges to $(x), that is for

any open set V ÇY, with $(i) C V, there is U G Bx such that $([/) Ç V. This
proves that $ is upper semicontinuous.

Sufficiency. By Proposition 1.8, it suffices to prove that for any Hausdorff space

X, every continuous function / from Y onto X is closed. Consider the multifunction

$: X —» 2Y defined by putting $(x) = f~x(x) for all x G X. Since / is continuous,

$ is open and, furthermore, taking into account that X is Hausdorff, we have

n w) = n j^w) ç n f1^=/_i ( nu)=r1^ - •(*)•
usSx t/GSx ueBx VueB*    /
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Hence, $(x) = Hr/eS  ^K^O- Then, by Proposition 1.3, $ is upper semicontinuous,

and so / is closed (see [9]).

We now present an analogous version of the preceding theorem for minimal

Hausdorff spaces.

THEOREM 2.2. A Hausdorff space Y is minimal Hausdorff if and only if, for
any Hausdorff space X, every open function f:X —► Y, with closed graph, is

continuous.

PROOF. Necessity. Let Y be minimal Hausdorff. Let X and / be as in the

statement. Fix x G X. Since / is open, the family {f(U)}ueBx is an open filterbase.

Moreover, {f(x)} = f\ueBx f(U) = C\ueBx f(U)- Then> by Proposition 1.10, the
filter {f(U)}ueBx converges to {f(x)}, that is for any open set V C Y, with

f(x) G V, there is U G Bx such that f(U) Ç V. This proves that / is continuous.

Sufficiency. If X is a Hausdorff space with the same support of Y but with

a weaker topology, the identity i: X —» Y is open and, for all x G X, we have

{i(x)} = Ht/es i{U)- Then, by hypothesis, i is continuous. This proves that the

topology of X cannot be strictly weaker than that of Y. Hence, Y is minimal

Hausdorff.

Now, let us recall the following definition.

DEFINITION 2.3 (see [7]). A topological space X is said to be weakly semi-

normal if each of its ^-closed subsets has a fundamental system of regular open

neighborhoods.

In [8], Lim and Tan showed that a Hausdorff space is functionally compact if

and only if it is minimal Hausdorff and weakly seminormal. Thanks to this result

and to Theorem 2.2, we obtain the following.

COROLLARY 2.4. A weakly seminormal Hausdorff space Y is functionally com-

pact if and only if, for any Hausdorff space X, every open function f : X —> Y, with

closed graph, is continuous.

For C-compact spaces, a result similar to the necessary part of Theorem 2.1

holds.

THEOREM 2.5. Let Y be a C-compact space. Then, for any topological space X,

every open multifunction $ : X —> 2Y, with closed graph, is upper semicontinuous.

PROOF. If one uses Proposition 1.6, the proof is similar to that of the necessary

part of Theorem 2.1.

DEFINITION 2.6. Let X, Y be two topological spaces and $: X -> 2Y. We say

that $ is strongly subclosed if C\U€gx cU($(U\{x})) Ç ${«) for all x G X. We say
that $ is strongly closed if it is strongly subclosed and its values are ^-closed.

REMARK. If in Definition 2.6 the space Y is assumed to be regular, we can say,

following other terminology, that the multifunction $ is strongly subclosed if and

only if, for every x G X, the topological upper limit of $ at x is contained in $(x)

(see [13 and 14]).

In [1], Clay and Joseph proved that a topological space Y is C-compact if and

only if, for any topological space X, every strongly subclosed multifunction $ : X —►

2Y is upper semicontinuous. We now give an analogous version of this result for

functionally compact Hausdorff spaces.
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To this end, let us recall the following

PROPOSITION 2.7 (see [8, Theorem 2.6]). A Hausdorff space is functionally

compact if and only if every open filterbase, with ê-closed adherence, converges to

its adherence.

We now prove the following

THEOREM 2.8. A Hausdorff space Y is functionally compact if and only if, for
any Hausdorff space X, every strongly closed multifunction $ : X —> 2Y is upper

semicontinuous.

PROOF. Necessity. Let Y be functionally compact. Let X and $ be as in the

statement. Fix x G X. We have

*(x)C   f|   cltf ($([/))=   f|   M*(U\{x}) U $(*))
ueBx ueBx

=   f|   cl*(*(tf\{x}))Ucl*(*(>))
U€BX

=   f)   cltf($(r/\{a:}))U*(i).
ueBx

Hence, <E>(x) = f]UeBx cl^($(i/)). Consider the open filterbase V = {V ÇY: V is

open and there is U G Bx such that $([/) Ç V}. Let us prove that the adherence

of "V is <É>(x). Of course, 4>(x) Ç Hyei; V- Hence, it suffices to prove that if

y G Y\$(x), then there exists Vy G "V such that y ^ Vy. Indeed, since $(x) =

f)U€ß c\$($(U)), from the fact that y £ $(x), it follows that there exists U G Bx

such that y £ cl^($([/)). Hence, by the definition of i?-closure, there exists an

open set Vy Ç Y such that $(U) Ç Vy and y $ Vy. Since $(x) is ^-closed, by

Proposition 2.7, the filter "V converges to ^(x), and so for every open set W Ç Y,

with $(x) Ç W, there is V G M such that V Ç W. Therefore, there exists U G Bx

such that $(U) Ç W. This proves that cp is upper semicontinuous.

Sufficiency. Thanks to the sufficient part of Theorem 2.1, it suffices to prove

that, for any Hausdorff space X, every open multifunction $: X —* 2Y such that

®(x) = C\ueB ^K^l f°r a^ £ £ -X\ is upper semicontinuous. Therefore, let $ be

such a multifunction. Since the closure of any open set coincides with the ^-closure,

we have that $(x) = Dues cl^($(i/)). Moreover, $(x) is i?-closed. Indeed, if

y G Y\$(x), from the above relation, it follows that there is U G Bx such that

y $. cU($(U)), and so, a fortiori, y <£ cLj($(x)). Thus, $(x) = cl^($(x)). Then, by

hypothesis, $ is upper semicontinuous.

3. Applications. In [6, Theorem 11], Herrington and Long proved that if X

is a regular space and y is a C-compact space, every open and closed function

/: X —> Y, with closed point inverses, is continuous. In this section we shall give

some generalizations of this result.

THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a topological space and Y be a C-compact space. Then,

every open and closed multifunction $: X —> 2Y, with ê-closed point inverses, is

upper semicontinuous.

PROOF. Let us prove that $(x) = f]Uesx ${U) for all x GU. Since, of course,

$(x) Ç DugSx *(^)> ** suffices to prove that if y € Y\$(x), then there exists U G
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Bx such that y g. $({/). Therefore, let y G Y\$(x). This implies that x <£ <b~x(y).

Since $_1(?/) is ^-closed, there exists U G Bx such that U fl $-1(y) = 0, and so

2/ ̂  ^(t7)- Since $ is closed, we have $(U) Ç <&([/), and so, a fortiori, y & $(£/).

Finally, since $ is open, by Theorem 2.5, it is also upper semicontinuous.

THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a Hausdorff space and Y be a functionally compact

Hausdorff space. Then, every open and closed multifunction $: X —* 2Y, with

ê-closed point inverses, is upper semicontinuous.

PROOF. By using Theorem 2.1, the proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3.1.

THEOREM 3.3. Let X be a Hausdorff space and Y be a minimal Hausdorff

space. Then, every open and closed function f : X —► Y, with ^-closed point in-

verses, is continuous.

PROOF. By using Theorem 2.2, the proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3.1.

Clearly, if, in the above three theorems, we assume that X is regular, then

it suffices to suppose that the point inverses of the multifunctions or functions

considered are closed.

From Theorem 3.2 we can derive the following generalization of Proposition 1.7.

THEOREM 3.4. A Hausdorff space X is functionally compact if and only if,

for any Hausdorff space Y, every continuous multifunction $ from X onto Y, with

d-closed values, is closed.

PROOF. Necessity. Let X be functionally compact. Let Y and $ be as in the

statement. Let ^(y) = $~x(y) for all y G Y. Thus, the multifunction V is open

and closed, and its point inverses are ^-closed. Then, by Theorem 3.2, * is upper

semicontinuous, and so $ is closed.

Sufficiency. Let Y be any Hausdorff space and / be any continuous function from

X onto Y. Thus, since Y is Hausdorff, the values of / are tf-closed. Therefore, by

hypothesis, / is closed. Hence, by Proposition 1.8, X is functionally compact.
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